Comparative questions in Chinese, as a special and complex form of question answering (QA), have their own unique sentence structure, existing methods cannot solve them well. Inspired by cognitive studies on how humans solve complex problems, we propose a hybrid framework which combines Logic Programming and attention based Bi-LSTM. This framework is decomposed into three consecutive components: 1) identify comparative questions, 2) extract comparative elements from the identified comparative questions, and 3) answer factoid questions containing the extracted comparative elements. Specifically, for the former two components, Logic Programming is adopted to filter out non-comparative questions and extract comparative elements. For the latter one, a bidirectional long and short term memory (Bi-LSTM) model with attention mechanism is utilized. Experimental results on Chinese geographical question datasets show that our proposed hybrid framework achieves outstanding performance for practical use.
I. INTRODUCTION
Question answering [1] is a difficult NLP task due to the diversity and complexity of questions. As a special form of QA, comparative questions, namely, questions with comparative sentences, are very common in natural language. Since comparative questions in Chinese have their own unique sentence structure such as comparing two or more entities, answering such complex questions may be very onerous for humans. Because it requires not only question analysis or data preprocessing but also searching and integrating more information from multiple knowledge sources. However, existing methods such as end-to-end models [2] - [6] which require no data preprocessing or external knowledge cannot address comparative questions well.
Comparative questions compare two or more entities, answering them requires searching and comparing related information of all comparative entities in some common aspect. Inspired by cognitive studies on the idea of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Vincenzo Piuri . shaping [7] , i.e., provision of a simpler path to learning by task simplification and refinement, we decompose the complex comparative question with two or more entities into several factoid questions with single entity. For example, as shown in Table 1 , one comparative question '' 7 8 , (In July and August, the temperature in London is higher than that in Beijing.)'' can be decomposed into four factoid questions ''7 (In July, what is the temperature in Beijing?)'' and ''7 (In July, what is the temperature in London?)'' and so on. Only after acquiring answers of all factoid questions, can we figure out whether a comparative question is correct by performing knowledge reasoning.
As a preliminary attempt to address this problem, our goal is to build a hybrid framework for problem solving of comparative questions based on the idea of shaping. This framework is decomposed into three consecutive components: (1) Identify candidate comparative questions from a given collection of questions and then filter out non-comparative questions. (2) Extract comparative elements from the identified comparative questions. For example, the sentence '' 7 8 , . ' ' is a comparative question, the word '' (London)'' is the subject entity (SE), the word '' (Beijing)'' is the object entity (OE), the word '' (temperature)'' is the comparative aspect (CA), and the word '' (higher)'' is the comparative result (CR).
(3) Answer factoid questions containing the extracted comparative elements. The first step is to use the extracted comparative elements such as '' (Beijing)'' and '' (temperature)'' to construct factoid question dataset. Then based on the factoid question containing comparative elements, for example, ' '7 ' ' and its answer candidate set, we search for the best answer candidate for this question. Recently, the aforementioned three components have been studied extensively. For component 1, comparative questions are represented in the form of comparative sentences. Comparative sentences have their own specific characteristics such as comparative keywords. Some studies [8] , [9] adopt keyword-based method or rule-based method to identify comparative sentences, but some comparative sentences with comparative keywords are not comparative sentences. Due to the non-monotonicity and scalability of answer set programming (ASP) [10] -a variant of Logic Programming, it is used to filter out non-comparative questions. And comparative question identification is implemented by combining ASP and keyword-based method. Specifically, a linguistic-based comparative keyword lexicon which takes into account the comparative keyword collocation principles is constructed to identify candidate comparative sentences. Then ASP is used to filter out non-comparative questions from candidate comparative sentences.
For component 2, some existing studies [11] , [12] have shown that the rule-based approach is more suitable for extracting comparative elements due to the structural uniqueness of comparative sentences. It is intuitive that the rule-based approach can describe the explicit domain information of comparative sentences in a declarative way. Since Logic Programming can provide detail-giving, natural-language explanations for its answers, we propose to employ ASP to extract comparative elements by using heuristics (such as word position) and dependency grammar to represent the relations among comparative elements. This content of component 1 and component 2 was studied in detail in [13] . We include it for completeness.
For component 3, both the factoid question and its answer are sentences with an arbitrary length, which are more like an entailing text. As Bi-LSTM [14] is composed of both forward and backward networks, where the forward LSTM processes the question and answer sequence from left to right, and the backward LSTM handles from right to left, distributed representations for both the question and answer can be generated independently. Besides, there are many paraphrases of the same question and some important information may appear at any position in a question. We employ Bi-LSTM as our basic model and extend this basic model by utilizing attention mechanism to obtain the most important semantic information in the question and reduce the influence of the noisy information. Specially, our model uses Bi-LSTM to generate the embeddings of questions and answers, and utilizes the attention mechanism in the generation of answer embeddings based on the question context.
The major contributions of this paper could be summarized as follows: (1) Inspired by the idea of shaping, we propose a hybrid framework for problem solving of comparative questions by combining Logic Programming and attention based Bi-LSTM, due to the complexity and difficulty of comparative questions. (2) We manually construct three geographical datasets. The first is a geographical dataset of comparative questions. The second is a geographical question answer pair dataset. And the third is a large-scale Chinese geographical knowledge base which integrates ontology Clinga 1 and ontology CGeoOnt that is constructed manually based on nine high school geography textbooks. (3) Experiment results with our collected geographical question datasets show that the proposed hybrid framework achieves outstanding performance for practical use. Specially, Logic Programming is much more effective in filtering out non-comparative questions and in extracting comparative elements, and attention based Bi-LSTM can yield better results than baselines. Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/njirene/Comparative-QA. In the remainder of this paper, section 2 mentions related work. Section 3 introduces preliminaries. Subsequently, section 4 describes system architecture in detail and section 5 presents experiment. Finally we conclude with a summary and some future research direction in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem solving framework of comparative questions has three components: comparative question identification, comparative element extraction and factoid question answering. The former two components belong to comparative opinion mining [11] , [15] , therefore, this section introduces related work of comparative opinion mining and question answering, respectively.
A. COMPARATIVE OPINION MINING
Linguistic researchers from the beginning of modern Chinese linguistic research [16] , [17] have studied the syntax and semantics of comparative constructs. But our focus is mainly on computational methods.
There are two main approaches for comparative opinion mining: supervised learning approach and rule-based approach. The former is mainly based on some popular models such as conditional random fields (CRF) [18] and support vector machine (SVM) [19] , while the latter mainly relies on comparative keywords and sentence structure features [9] , [12] , [20] , [21] .
Wang et al. [19] , [22] , [23] build a SVM model using keywords, sequence patterns, and manual rules for comparative sentence extraction and introduce shallow parsing features, comparative word candidates and heuristic position information to CRF for comparative element extraction. Jindal and Liu [9] , [12] extract comparative sentences and relations from English text documents using Class Sequential Rules (CSR) and Label Sequential Rules (LSR). Liu et al. [24] identify comparative sentences using rule-based and CSR-based method, and extract comparative elements from the identified comparative sentences using CRF. Li et al. [25] extract comparable entities from comparative questions, but they do not attempt to address comparative questions. Varathan [11] gives a good survey of existing methods of comparative opinion mining. The pattern-based approach or rule-based approach are shown to be more suitable for comparative opinion mining since comparative sentences follow a specific pattern or rule.
In this paper, our approach differs from previous work in that we use ASP which can incorporate domain knowledge of comparative sentences by adding more rules, to identify comparative sentences and extract comparative elements. The experimental results show that the proposed approach obtains a better performance than these approaches.
B. QUESTION ANSWERING
With deep neural networks (DNN) achieving promising performance in some QA tasks, the most related work is information retrieval based methods [26] - [29] to address factoid QA. Bordes et al. [26] solve KB-QA problem using NN-based method where the questions and KB triples are represented by vectors in a low dimensional space, then using the cosine similarity to find the most possible answer. Subsequently, Bordes et al. [27] propose the concept of subgraph embeddings to further improve their work. Yih et al. [28] propose convolutional neural networks to answer single-relation questions. Dong et al. [29] introduce the multi-column convolutional neural networks to automatically analyze questions from multiple aspects without relying on hand-crafted features and rules. Shao et al. [30] first propose a collaborative learning mode which learns the distributed representations of question and answer by CNN and Bi-LSTM. Then, Shao et al. [31] use Bi-LSTM to acquire both global information and sequential features in the question or answer sentence. The most similar work to ours is by Tan et al. [32] , but they address non-factoid questions. In contrast, we deal with factoid questions in Chinese geographical domain and the questions in our work are more difficult and diverse, for example, one question has numerous expressions in natural language and has a lot of noisy information.
Other similar works include geographical and history Gaokao [33] - [35] , since some of our experimental datasets come from geographical examinations. As an attempt to answer multiple-choice questions in history Gaokao, Cheng et al. [33] proposed a three-stage framework including retrieving, ranking, and filtering concept and quote pages, as well as Guo et al. [34] proposed a permanent-provisional memory network. The most relevant work is by Ding et al. [35] on multiple-choice questions in geographical Gaokao. They propose a graph search based question answering approach to find explainable inference paths between questions and answers. As their approach cannot decompose complex question into simple questions and the concept graph cannot capture the complex relations among geographical concepts such as comparative relations '' (The temperature in London is higher than that in Beijing.)'', it is hard to solve comparative questions.
Since the uniqueness of comparative questions, answering comparative questions requires comparing related information of two or more comparative entities in some common aspect. Although DNN and other methods have been successfully applied to QA task, it is not easy for them to learn comparison or aggregative features. Also, DNN are incapable of conducting common inference, and are usually uninterpretable. All in all, the above mentioned methods are not suitable for complex comparative questions.
Inspired by cognitive studies on the idea of shaping, in which a teacher decomposes a complete task into subcomponents, thereby providing an easier path to learning [7] , VOLUME 7, 2019 we decompose the process of answering a complex comparative question into several sub-components. Namely, we not only identify comparative questions and extract comparative elements from the identified comparative questions, but also attempt to answer factoid questions involving one or more comparative elements. To effectively perform the three subcomponents, our work combines Logic Programming with attention based Bi-LSTM and achieves outstanding performance for practical use.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
In this subsection, definitions related to comparative questions are presented.
Definition 1 (Comparative Questions): Comparative questions, also called questions with comparative sentences are questions that compare two or more entities with respect to some common or similar aspects. Comparative questions are represented in the form of comparative sentences.
Based on the category of comparative sentences in linguistics, comparative questions can be divided into two broad comparative types: gradable comparison and superlative comparison. For example, the following two sentences in Example 1 and Example 2 belong to gradable comparison and superlative comparison, respectively.
Example 1:
(The temperature in London is higher than that in Beijing.) Example 2: (China is the largest rice producer in the world.) Definition 2 (Gradable Comparison): A gradable comparison expresses an order relation of greater or less than between entities based on some of their shared aspects. A gradable comparison can be defined as a quadruple,
where SE and OE are the subject entity and object entity, respectively, being compared based on their shared or similar aspects CA, and CR is a comparative result.
For example, the comparative sentence from Example 1 expresses the gradable relation (or template):
( , , , ) Definition 3 (Superlative Comparison): A superlative comparison expresses a relation that one entity is greater or less than all other entities based on their shared or similar aspects in some scope. A superlative comparison can also be expressed as a quadruple,
where SE is the name of comparative entity, CS is the comparative scope in which SE resides, CA is the comparative aspect of SE, and CR is the comparative result of SE.
For example, the superlative sentence from Example 2 expresses the superlative relation (or template):
( , , , ) Definition 4 (Comparative Elements): We define the above-mentioned comparative entities and attributes which explicitly occur in comparative questions as comparative elements (CE).
Definition 5 (Factoid Questions):
A factoid question is defined as a question composed of an entity mention and a binary relation description, at least one of which must be from comparative elements. And the answer to this question would be an attribute of the given entity or an entity that has the relation with the given entity. A factoid question can be answered with a single fact, which is defined as a triple in this work,
where EM denotes the entity mention, EA denotes an attribute of EM or an entity that has the relation with EM , and ER denotes the binary relation between EM and EA. Both a question and an answer can be a token sequence with an arbitrary length. A question can have multiple ground-truth answers and an answer can correspond to multiple questions or various paraphrases of the same question. '', which can be answered with the following two single facts (triples), ('' '', ''7 '', ''31 '') and ('' '', '' '', '' ''), respectively. Our Objective: 1) Given a collection of questions, identify all comparative questions, 2) Extract comparative elements from the identified questions, 3) Given a question q containing the extracted comparative elements and its answer candidate set C q = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } for this question, search for the best answer candidate a i for this question, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
B. ASP
Answer Set Programming originates from non-monotonic logic and logic programming. It is a logic programming paradigm based on the answer set semantics [36] - [38] , which offers an elegant declarative semantics to the negation as failure operator in Prolog. ASP has been studied widely in AI such as question answering [39] and natural language processing [40] . An ASP program consists of rules of the form:
where each l i for i ∈ [0..n] is a literal of some signature, i.e., expressions of the form p(t) or ¬p(t) where p is a predicate and t is a term, and not is called negation as failure or default negation. For instance, depends (SVB-Dep, CA, CR) is an atom with the predicate depends, and three terms, one constant SVB-Dep and two variables CA and CR, respectively. A rule without body is called a fact.
Note that both dependency grammar and part-of-speech (POS) are represented as ASP facts, which are obtained by using Language Technology Platform (LTP) 2 to parse texts. We now give an introduction about them. Dependency grammar, which utilizes a dependency tree to establish dependency relation between sentence components, is employed to describe the syntactic structure of a sentence. The dependency relations among comparative elements of LTP include SBV (subject-verb), ATT (attribute), ADV (adverbial), POB (preposition-object), COO (coordinate), RAD (right adjunct) and HED (head). And the used POS tags of LTP are as follows, n: general noun, nd: direction noun, nh: person name, ni: organization name, nl: location noun, ns: geographical name, nz: other proper noun, a: adjective, d: adverb, p: preposition, u: auxiliary, v: verb, c: conjunction, r: pronoun.
C. ATTENTION-BASED BI-LSTM
LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have been widely used to model variable-length sequences. As an advanced type of RNN, long short term memory (LSTM), has shown a remarkable ability to learn long term dependencies within a sequence by using memory cells and gates [41] . LSTM has several variants and we adopt one common implementation used in [42] with minor modification.
Suppose an input sequence x is represented as x = (x(1), x(2),. . . , x(n)), where x(t) denotes a d-dimension word embedding at position t. The hidden vector h(t) (with size h) at the time step t is updated as follows.
where i, f , o, C denote the input gate, forget gate and output gate, cell memory vector, respectively. σ is the sigmoid function, the network parameters W and b denote input weight matrix and bias, respectively. Due to the fact that single direction LSTM utilizes only the contextual information of the words before it, rather than the words after it, it is not suitable to deal with the geographical question. Bi-LSTM Compared with single directional LSTM, as Bi-LSTM can process the sequence from two directions, it can use both the previous and future context information and generate two independent sequences of LSTM output vectors. Therefore, this paper employs it to represent the word sequence in a question. Bi-LSTM consists of forward and backward networks which are structured to share the same set of word embeddings. The forward LSTM processes the question from left to right, it outputs sequences − → h t ; while the backward LSTM processes the question in the reverse direction, it outputs sequences ← − h t . Both the forward and backward layer outputs are computed by using the standard LSTM updating equations, Equations (1) - (6) . The output at each 2 http://www.ltp-cloud.com/demo/ time step is the concatenation of the two output vectors from both directions, which is calculated by using the following equation:
In this work, we consider Bi-LSTM based model as our basic model. Bi-LSTM can generate distributed representations for both the question and answer independently, and then adopt cosine similarity to measure their distance.
Attention-based Bi-LSTM We use Bi-LSTM model to obtain the embeddings of questions and answers, then employ an attention mechanism to generate the candidate answer representation based on the question context. The vector generation of each word in the answer depends on the question. In order to represent dependency relationship between candidate answers and questions, an attention mechanism is used to dynamically align the more informative parts of answers to the questions. Figure 1 shows the architecture of attention-based Bi-LSTM. Suppose each answer has different attention towards its question. Attention model gives more weights on certain words of question. Before the average or mean pooling, each Bi-LSTM output vector will be multiplied by a softmax weight which is determined by the question embedding from Bi-LSTM. Particularly, given the output vector of Bi-LSTM on the answer side at time step t, h a t , and the question embedding, o q , the updated vectorh a t for each answer token are formulated as follows [32] .
where W am , W qm , and w sm are attention parameters.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce the system architecture and describe three components in detail, respectively. 
A. OVERVIEW
The problem solving framework of comparative questions is shown in Figure 2 , which is the first step towards building problem solving of comparative questions. Since comparative questions compare two or more entities with respect to some common aspects, answering them requires comparing related information of all comparative entities in common aspect.
In order to obtain related information of all comparative entities, it is necessary to decompose the complex comparative question with two or more entities into several factoid questions with single entity. Therefore, our framework is divided into three important components, as shown in Figure 2 . The first is to identify comparative questions from a given collection of questions, the second is to extract comparative elements from the identified comparative questions, and the third one is to answer factoid questions containing the extracted comparative elements. In our implementation of the framework, an ASP based system architecture is proposed to perform comparative question identification and comparative element extraction. ASP needs to build a knowledge base which contains ASP facts and ASP rules. In this paper, ASP facts are constructed automatically by using LTP to parse texts. ASP rules are constructed manually by identifying the unique characteristics of comparative sentences. The ASP based system architecture consists of the following steps:
(1) Extract relevant parts of the knowledge base and represent the POS tags of words and collocation relations with comparative keywords as ASP facts;
(2) Extract relevant parts from comparative sentences and represent the POS tags, dependency relations of words and heuristic position relations with comparative keywords as ASP facts;
(3) Identify non-comparative sentence filtering rules and comparative element extraction rules, respectively, and represent them by ASP rules;
(4) Compute the answer set of the logic program resulted from the first and the third steps to perform comparative question identification, and then from the second and the third steps to perform comparative element extraction using an ASP solver like clingo 3 . Finally the non-comparative questions and comparative elements are extracted respectively from the answer set. 3 https://potassco.org/ In addition to the high expressive power of its language, we choose ASP to perform comparative question identification and comparative element extraction for the following reasons. 1) The non-monotonicity and scalability of ASP provide a good way to represent and reason with incomplete commonsense domain knowledge in Chinese comparative sentences. 2) A crucial feature of ASP is its ability to cope with qualitative knowledge and noisy data, for example, filtering out non-comparative sentences containing comparative keywords. 3) It allows us to formulate non-comparative sentence filtering rules and comparative element extraction rules in a declarative and simple way. 4) The existing ASP solvers like clingo provide very efficient reasoning for ASP programs.
For factoid question answering, after acquiring comparative elements by performing the former two components, we use them to match factoid questions. Then attention-based Bi-LSTM is employed to answer these matched factoid questions. In addition to the powerful capability for data processing, we choose attention-based Bi-LSTM for the following reasons. 1) As the question and answer in our work are an arbitrary length sequence and they often contain a lot of unrelated information, we use LSTM [41] , one of the popular variations of RNN, which can address variable-length sequence and mitigate the gradient vanish problem of RNN. 2) Note that single direction LSTM suffers a weakness of not using the contextual information from the future words. Bi-LSTM consisting of both forward and backward networks is able to solve the problem by utilizing forward and backward networks on both questions and answers respectively. Therefore, we consider Bi-LSTM as our basic model. 3) As a correct answer may be related to contextual information in question or directly shares lexical units with the question, we finally employ Bi-LSTM with attention mechanism to address the questions. Because it can dynamically align more informative parts of answer to the question, and generate the answer embedding according to the question context.
B. IDENTIFYING COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS 1) IDENTIFYING CANDIDATE COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS
Since comparative keywords are an important symbol for comparative sentences, both the keyword-based method [20] and CSR-based method [9] utilize them to identify comparative sentences but show a relatively low precision. This is mainly because lexicon can not perfectly express the meaning or structure of the Chinese comparative sentences. Moreover, some complicated comparative sentences tend to be more flexible in forms, comparative keywords need to pair with the words such as predicate verb, adjective and preposition to identify comparative sentences. Thus, this paper makes some improvement and proposes an approach by combining ASP with keyword-based method to recognize comparative sentences. Firstly, our strategy is to manually construct a linguistic-based comparative keyword lexicon containing a total of 202 common comparative keywords and their synonyms. The comparative keyword lexicon (CK ) consists of a gradable comparative keyword lexicon (CK 1 ) and a superlative comparative keyword lexicon (CK 2 ). Subsequently, the lexicon CK is used for scanning the corpus to identify all candidate comparative sentences S. Once the candidate comparative sentences are recognized, the next step is to filter out non-comparative ones using ASP.
2) FILTERING OUT NON-COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS
To efficiently filter out these non-comparative sentences T from the identified candidate comparative sentences S, the comparative keyword collocation principles are adopted. The collocation relations between pairs of words in the sentence are manually constructed, and the linguistic information about the POS tag of each word in S can be directly captured by LTP. We first represent them as ASP facts such as the form keyword (CK) representing that CK is a comparative keyword. Subsequently, the rules of filtering out non-comparative sentences are denoted by ASP rules.
For example, one filter-out rule of non-gradable comparative sentences could be ''if a word W has the direct collocation relation in the sentence T with CK 1 , such as '' '', a preposition after W, and there is no reason to believe that W is an adjective, then the sentence T is a non-gradable comparative sentence'', which can be formulated by the follow rule r 1 :
non-gradable (T) :-collocation (lb, W, CK 1 , T), keyword (CK 1 ), pos (CK 1 , p), not pos (W, a). where not is used to exclude the fact that the POS of W is an adjective, collocation (lb, W, CK 1 , T) means W and CK 1 have a collocation relation lb, namely, W is located on the left of CK 1 in the sentence T . For example, given the sentence, '' (Nanjing is located in Jiangsu.)'', we can identify it as a non-comparative sentence using this rule.
As shown in Huang et al. [8] , there are a larger number of possible collocation rules which can be exploited for identifying comparative sentences. However, there are no rules to filter out non-comparative sentences. To deal with this problem, we group collocation rules (or filtering rules) R into two types (R 1 , R 2 ) based on the classification of comparative sentences as below:
Type 1 Rules (R 1 ): using gradable comparative keywords to filter out non-gradable comparisons (based on some collocation relations between them), e.g., rule r 1 . A com-parative keyword lexicon CK 1 including the comparative keywords and their POS tags is given a priori.
Type 2 Rules (R 2 ): using superlative comparative keywords to filter out non-superlative comparisons (based on some collocation rules between them). A set of superlative keyword lexicon CK 2 including the superlative keywords and their POS tags are the known seeds. The following is an example of such rules:
non-superlative (T) :-collocation (la, W, CK 2 , T), keyword (CK 2 ), pos (CK 2 , d), pos (W, v). where collocation (la, W, CK 2 , T) means W and CK 2 have a collocation relation la, namely, W is located on the right of CK 2 in the sentence T .
This paper proposed an algorithm Non-comparison, short for non-comparative question identification, to filter out non-comparative questions. As shown in Algorithm 1, a set of non-comparative sentences T will be extracted by repeatedly implementing R based on the identified candidate comparative sentences S and comparative keyword lexicon CK.
Algorithm 1 Non-Comparison(S, R, CK)
Require: Candidate comparative sentences S, pre-defined filtering rules R (R 1 , R 2 ), comparative keyword lexicon CK (CK 1 , CK 2 ). Ensure: A non-comparative sentence set T .
1: T ← {}; // initialize an empty non-comparative sentence set T 2: for each sentence s ∈ S do 3: if CK 1 in s then 4: implement R 1 ; 5: if s is a non-gradable sentence then 6: insert s into T ; 7: end if 8: else if CK 2 in s then 9: implement R 2 ; 10: if s is a non-superlative sentence then 11: insert s into T ; 12: end if 13: end if 14: end for 15: Output T as the final non-comparative sentence set.
C. EXTRACTING COMPARATIVE ELEMENTS
This subsection explains in detail how to extract comparative elements using ASP. We first introduce the basics of comparative element extraction and then discuss how to use ASP to present the process of comparative element extraction.
A comparative keyword lexicon CK is given a priori. They are denoted as facts in the form keyword (CK ) signifying that CK is a comparative keyword. A converted lexicon of comparative keywords CK is manually constructed to address comparative sentences with the same meaning but VOLUME 7, 2019 different structures, for example, '' '' and '' ''. They are represented as fact convertKeyword (CK ) which denotes that CK needs to be converted to perform the change from a negative keyword '' (lower than)'' to a positive keyword '' (higher than)''. The information about the POS of words and dependency relations is automatically generated by LTP. They are represented as facts pos (CK , P), which denotes that the POS of CK is P, and depends (Dep, H , CK ) , which denotes that CK depends on the word H through the dependency relation Dep. The knowledge about heuristic position relations is generated according to the location between comparative elements and CK . They are represented as facts in the form location (Loc, H , CK ), which denotes that H is located on the left or right of CK . According to the structure of comparative sentences, the gradable comparisons are divided into five types and the superlative comparisons are divided into three types. 35 extraction rules are identified from gradable comparative sentences and 15 extraction rules from superlative comparative sentences. In the following, we will present some examples of the ASP based extraction rules for gradable comparative elements and superlative comparative elements, respectively.
1) GRADABLE COMPARATIVE ELEMENT EXTRACTION
This paper proposed an algorithm to extract gradable comparative elements, which is called CE-Extraction, short for comparative element extraction. As shown in Algorithm 2, given the identified comparative sentence set S, a comparative keyword lexicon CK, a converted lexicon of comparative keywords CK , and the extraction rules of gradable comparative elements R, extraction rules R are used to extract all possible comparative elements based on the type of comparative keywords existing in each sentence s. Finally the comparative element set CE is generated. if CK in s then 4: implement R1 -R4 and R5 1 ; 5: insert results of R5 1 into CE; if CK in s then 8: implement R1 -R4 and R5 2 ; 9: insert results of R5 2 into CE; 10: end if 11: end for 12: Output CE as the final comparative element set.
In the following, some examples of the ASP based extraction rules for gradable comparative elements are presented. R1 1 : Rule R1 1 means ''if a word CR, whose POS is an adjective, is located on the right of the comparative keyword CK 1 , and directly depends on Root through dependency relation HED-Dep (namely, CR is the head of a comparative sentence), then CR is a gradable comparative result.'' It is represented as an ASP rule: result (CR) :-depends (HED-Dep, Root, CR), location (la, CR, CK 1 ), keyword (CK 1 ), pos (CR, a . where CK belongs to the converted lexicon, thereby, it needs to be converted to accomplish the change from a negative keyword to a positive keyword. For example, the negative comparative keyword '' '' in '' '' changes to the positive keyword such as '' '', '' '', then, we can get a gradable comparative template gradableTem ('' '', '' '', '' '', '' '') according to the above rules.
Here is an example to illustrate how our logic framework works for gradable comparative element extraction.
Example 1: From the gradable comparative sentence '' '', we use LTP to automatically acquire the following facts including the POS facts of the words, the syntactical facts between words, the heuristic position feature facts and the comparative keyword facts. These facts are represented by program P 1 . Then, let P 2 be the program of the ASP rules whose underlying knowledge is identified manually. Based on rules R1 1 -R5 2 and facts f 1 -f 14 , we run an ASP solver like clingo to compute answer sets of P = P 1 ∪ P 2 . Finally, the solver outputs a unique answer set including all atoms in P 1 and the comparative elements extracted from the comparative sentence, namely, gradableTem (' '', '' '', '' '', '' ''). 
2) SUPERLATIVE COMPARATIVE ELEMENT EXTRACTION
In the following, some examples of the ASP based extraction rules for superlative comparative elements are illustrated. R1 1 : Rule R1 1 means ''if a word CR, whose POS is an adjective, is located on the right of the comparative keyword CK 2 , and directly depends on CK 2 through dependency relation ADV -Dep, then CR is a superlative comparative result.'' It can be represented as an ASP rule: result (CR) :-depends (ADV-Dep, CK 2 , CR), location (la, CR, CK 2 ), keyword (CK 2 ), pos (CR, a). R2 1 : Rule R2 1 means ''if a word CA, whose POS is a noun, is located on the right of CK 2 , and directly depends on a comparative result CR through dependency relation ATT -Dep, then CA is a superlative comparative aspect.'' It can be represented as an ASP rule: aspect (CA) :-depends (ATT-Dep, CR, CA), location (la, CA, CK 2 ), keyword (CK 2 ), pos (CA, n). R3 1 : Rule R3 1 means ''if a word SE, whose POS is a noun, is located on the left of CK 2 , and directly depends on a head HED through dependency relation SBV -Dep, then SE is a superlative subject entity.'' It can be represented as an ASP rule: subject (SE) :-depends (SBV-Dep, SE, HED), location (lb, SE, CK 2 ), pos (SE, n). R4 1 : Rule R4 1 means ''if a word CS, whose POS is a noun, is located on the left of CK 2 , and directly depends on a comparative aspect CA through dependency relation ATT -Dep, then CS is a superlative comparative scope.'' It can be represented as an ASP rule: scope (CS) :-depends (ATT-Dep, CS, CA), location (lb, CS, CK 2 ), keyword (CK 2 ), pos (CS, n). R5 1 : Rule R5 1 outputs superlative template of comparative elements. The rule is represented as follows: superlativeTem (SE, CS, CA, CR) :-subject (SE), scope (CS), aspect (CA), result (CR).
D. ANSWERING FACTOID QUESTIONS
After extracting comparative elements, this subsection introduces in detail how to employ attention-based Bi-LSTM to answer factoid questions involving the extracted comparative elements. We first review the model used in this work, then describe model training and finally select the final answer.
1) MODEL
The architecture of answering factoid questions containing the extracted comparative elements is shown in Figure 3 , which presents the basic flow of our approach as follows:
(1) Identify the topic entity from the question in Chinese geographical question dataset;
(2) Match the identified topic entity according to the extracted comparative element set in the second component; (4) Represent question and candidate answer triples using Bi-LSTM and attention-based Bi-LSTM, respectively;
(5) Compute the cosine similarity score between the question and each corresponding candidate answer, and consider the candidate with the highest score as the final answer.
The extracted comparative element set which is acquired from the second component is given a priori. The first step is to build a comparative element alias lexicon based on the extracted comparative element set and the Chinese geographical knowledge base. Both of them determine the entity scope that comparative questions must address and the knowledge base can answer. And also, the comparative element set and comparative element alias lexicon are adopted to help word segmentation and POS tagging on the questions. After identifying the topic entities from the questions in Chinese geographical question dataset, we look them up in the comparative element set and comparative element alias lexicon. If they exist, treat them as topic entities in questions and treat this question as factoid question containing extracted comparative elements required to be addressed. For example, '' '' is the topic entity of question ''7 ''. When the topic entity is extracted, we look up '' '' in the comparative element set and comparative element alias lexicon. If the topic entity '' '' exists, we can generate candidate entities from knowledge base (e.g., Clinga and CGeoOnt) such as '' '', '' '', '' '' and so on. According to generated candidate entities, we collect all candidate entity triples directly related to them from the Chinese geographical knowledge base such as ('' '', ''7 '', ''31 '') and denote the candidate answer set for the question q as C q . Next, Bi-LSTM and attention-based Bi-LSTM are employed to represent question and candidate answer triples, respectively. Finally, the cosine similarity score between the question and each corresponding candidate answer is calculated, and the candidate with the highest score will be considered as the final answer.
2) MODEL TRAINING
For each question, we select a correct answer as positive example and randomly select k wrong answers as negative examples. These wrong answers are constructed by selecting wrong answer triples containing topic entities and correct answers from other geographical questions. With the generated training data, we can utilize pairwise training. Given a training question q and its candidate answers set C q , we denote correct answer a + ∈ C q as positive example, and randomly select k wrong answers a − from the set of candidate answers C q , and use them as negative instances to estimate parameters. Then we can construct pairs (q, a + , a − ). The hinge loss function on each pair is defined as:
where m is the margin parameter used to regularize the gap between correct answer scores and wrong answer scores, S is cosine similarity, a + means correct answer, a − means wrong answer.
The objective function for this pairwise training is:
where P q and N q denote correct answer set and wrong answer set, respectively. We use Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam), a variant of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization algorithm to implement the learning process.
3) SELECT FINAL ANSWER
During the test, our model first calculates S(q, a) for each a ∈ C q , then ranks candidate answers based on their scores, finds out the maximum value S max , and finally selects the answer triples with the higher score. As some questions may have more than one correct answer, the margin m in the loss function is employed to determine the score threshold. If the gap between the score of an candidate answer triple and the highest score S max is within the margin, we put this answer triple into the final answer set.
where A q andâ denote final answer set and candidate answer, respectively.
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
Comparative questions are common in Chinese natural language. We found that in geography tests comparative questions are one of the most common question types, whose proportion is very high, about 15%. Thus, we conduct experiments on comparative questions in geographical domain.
To answer geographical comparative questions, we build three datasets, the first is comparative question dataset, the second is Chinese geographical knowledge base, and the third one is Chinese geographical dataset of question answer pairs, called GeoFactoidQuestions.
1) COMPARATIVE QUESTION DATASET
For comparative question identification, we collected 2500 comparative questions from geographical texts like textbooks, reference books and relevant geographical web pages such as Baidu Baike 4 , the largest Chinese wiki encyclopedia. For comparative element extraction, we first randomly selected 500 comparative questions (Gradable: 400, Superlative: 100) from a population of 2500 comparative questions as the development dataset to identify extraction rules. Then, we utilized the remaining 2000 comparative questions (Gradable: 1600, Superlative: 400) as the testing dataset to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. The multiple-word comparative elements are very common in our dataset, whose distribution is listed in Table 2 . This fact that each multiple-word portion, especially in SEs, OEs and CAs, is quite high proves that it is absolutely difficult to extract multiple-word comparative elements. The related resources are partially available 5 for research purpose.
2) CHINESE GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE BASE
We utilize Clinga [43] and CGeoOnt as our knowledge base (KB), which are used as the supporting KB for geographical examination tasks. Clinga contains 624,391 geographical entities and 73,326,425 RDF triples, which obtains these data from Baidu Baike. And CGeoOnt contains more than 3,000 geographical classes and attributes, and more than 25,000 RDF triples. As there is difference in the definition of Schema between Clinga and CGeoOnt, we convert them to a unified knowledge base and finally obtain 4,850,435 available RDF triples for helping solve comparative questions in geographical domain.
3) GEOFACTOIDQUESTIONS DATASET
We select 10000 question-answer pairs from the NLPCC-ICCPOL 2016 Knowledge-based QA task, called KBQA task, which contains some geographical domain questionanswer pairs. As KBQA only contains a small number of geographical domain questions whose sentence structure is very simple, it can not effectively train and test our question answer model. Therefore, we collect a geographical dataset of question-answer pairs, named GeoFactoidQuestions. All the answers to these questions are from geographical knowledge base, the combination of Clinga and CGeoOnt.
We adopt the extracted comparative elements acquired from the second component to match questions in GeoFac-toidQuestions dataset and obtain 1636 factoid questions containing one or more extracted comparative elements. We split these 636 factoid questions randomly into a training set of 200 question-answer pairs (train), and a test set of 436 question-answer pairs (test). The remaining 1000 questionanswer pairs in GeoFactoidQuestions are also used as the training set (train). Then we split NLPCC-ICCPOL 2016 KBQA randomly into a training set of 9000 questionanswer pairs (train), and a test set of 1000 question-answer pairs (test). Finally, we combine them with GeoFactoidQuestions dataset as our total training set and test set (train:10200, test:1436), respectively.
B. DATA LABELING
For the first dataset, the comparative question dataset was annotated manually. Word segmentation and POS tagging were firstly conducted by using LTP and then double-checked by human labelers to guarantee the quality. IOB tags were employed for annotating the comparative elements in the 2500 comparative sentences with the corresponding CE labels by four trained human annotators. Table 3 lists the process of labeling comparative elements. The labeling results were double-checked by one another, and any disagreement between two annotators was resolved by discussion among the four annotators before reaching an agreement.
For the second dataset, Chinese Geographical Ontology, namely, CGeoOnt is constructed manually based on nine high school geography textbooks which are published by people's education press. The ontology takes the geography textbooks as knowledge source, uses the Web Ontology language (OWL) as the knowledge representation language, takes the textbook's chapters as the knowledge system structure, summarizes its core geographical concepts, the geographical relations, and expresses them in ontology form. At the same time, we integrate the constructed CGeoOnt with ontology Clinga, and obtain a more large-scale Chinese geographical ontology knowledge base.
For the third dataset, GeoFactoidQuestions is collected from the Internet. We use the Baidu question recommendation API as well as the Baidu search API, take the high frequency core knowledge triples in ontology knowledge base as data source, and have access to 200,000 web geographical questions. Then we pick out the effective questions semi-automatically and manually, seek manually the answers to the questions according to the knowledge base to obtain the final geographical question and answering dataset. Each question is represented and described by a variety of expressions, as shown in Table 4 .
C. EVALUATION METRICS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We first introduce evaluation metrics of three components. Then, we detail our experimental settings of the third component.
For comparative sentence identification and comparative element extraction, we adopt precision, recall and F1 as our evaluation metrics. Factoid question answering in our paper can be considered as a rerank problem, which aims to rerank the candidate answers. Therefore, Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and Accuracy@N used by [44] are employed as our evaluation metrics.
where |Q| is the total number of questions in the evaluation set, rank i is the position of the correct answer in the generated answer set C i for the i question Q i . Due to the fact that C i doesn't overlap with the golden answers A i for Q i in our work, 1 rank i is set to 0.
where δ(C i , A i ) equals to 1 when at least one answer contained by C i occurs in A i , and 0 otherwise. In this work, δ(C i , A i ) equals to 1.
In factoid question answering, the word embedding is trained based on word2vec [45] and Chinese Wikipedia Dump 6 . The dimension of word vectors is set to 300. The hidden unit size of Bi-LSTM is 200. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as optimizer, and try different margin values such as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, and finally set the margin value as 0.1. We set the initial learning rate to 0.4, minibatch size to 50, dropout to 1.0. The maximum length of questions and answers is set to 50. Any words out of this range will be truncated. The negative example number k is also set to 50.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) IDENTIFYING COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS
This paper compares our approach with other representative approaches: the CSR-based approach [8] , [9] and the keyword-based approach [20] . The comparison results are shown in Table 5 , demonstrating that our approach based on the combination of ASP and keyword obtains higher precision results. The results of keyword-based approach show that comparative keywords are good indicators, but the precision results are low. This indicates many sentences which include comparative keywords are not comparative sentences. However, our method can properly address this issue and correctly filter out those non-comparative sentences. We observed that the results of the CSR-based approach are competitive to our approach. But our approach can utilize some collocation relation to filter out these non-comparative sentences which the CSR-based approach can not address. Since our approach can identify more correct comparative sentences than baselines, it can contribute more to comparative element extraction. That is because comparative element extraction heavily depends on this process. The errors of comparative sentence identification may result in more errors in comparative element extraction. Also, we analyzed the incorrectly identified comparative sentences, and found that there are inherently ambiguity, which conforms to Huang et al.'s [8] analysis.
2) EXTRACTING COMPARATIVE ELEMENTS
In order to validate whether our proposed method is effective, this paper first utilizes different number of comparative sentences to evaluate our method, and then compares our method with conditional random fields (CRF) model and Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) neural network model. Table 6 and Table 7 separately show comparisons of precision, recall and F-score results of our approach, CRF and Bi-GRU in gradable and superlative sentences. For CRF, this paper adopted the POS tags, dependency relations of words and heuristic position relations with comparative keywords as features for the element extraction. In both gradable and superlative comparative sentences, the ratio of the training set and test set was 2:1. For Bi-GRU, this paper used the POS tags as features for the element extraction. And the ratio of the training set and test set was the same to that of CRF. Obviously, with four different number of comparative sentences, our method still achieves good performance and outperforms CRF and Bi-GRU. This is expected because our approach can incorporate domain knowledge of comparative sentences by adding more rules. We observe that CRF almost outperforms Bi-GRU except for the F-scores of CA in gradable comparative sentences and CS in superlative comparative sentences. We believe one of the important reasons is that CRF uses the features of dependency relations of words and heuristic position relations while Bi-GRU does not do. Another reason may be that Bi-GRU neural network model relied on large amounts of labeled data. Although the position of CA in gradable comparative sentences and CS in superlative comparative sentences is uncertain, Bi-GRU can show its advantage and identify the semantic relation among comparative elements, this may explain the reason why the F-scores of Bi-GRU are better than those of CRF in CA of gradable comparative sentences and CS of superlative comparative sentences.
For SE, our approach gave a precision of more than 98% for different number of gradable comparative sentences and a precision of more than 92% for different number of superlative comparative sentences, because subject entities had nice characteristics, e.g., a noun or noun phrase, occurring at the start of a sentence, before a comparative keyword. For CR, our approach gave a precision of more than 97% for different number of both gradable and superlative comparative sentences, because comparative results also had nice characteristics, e.g., an adjective, occurring at the end of a sentence, after a comparative keyword. For CA, it could appear after a subject entity or an object entity in gradable comparative sentences, as long as it is extracted once, we think it is successfully extracted, therefore, it has a relatively higher precision. However, our approach showed bad performance on comparative aspects in superlative comparative sentences which have been shown to be difficult to identify. As the comparative aspects in superlative sentences are omitted frequently and quite fuzzy, sometimes it is not easy for human to identify them and we will put emphasis on this in the future. Moreover, a number of omitted comparative scopes and the high multiple-word portion in comparative scopes caused relatively lower recall in superlative sentences.
These above experimental results demonstrated that ASP could be used effectively and concisely in identifying comparative sentences and extracting comparative elements because of the uniqueness of Chinese comparative sentences. As the amount of factoid questions depends on the extracted comparative elements, the errors of comparative sentence identification and comparative element extraction in the former two components may result in more errors in the third component. Our approach can obtain more accurate comparative elements than baselines and contribute more to the third component. Table 8 shows the evaluation results of different parts in the model. LSTM uses unidirectional LSTM, Bi-LSTM adopts a bidirectional LSTM, Bi-LSTM+Attention is the bidirectional LSTM with neural attention, which contains one-layer and multi-layers. From the results, we observe that Bi-LSTM improves the MRR score by 1.2% and Accuracy@N by 2.1% compared with LSTM. This shows that Bi-LSTM is able to make good use of the same network parameters shared by the question and answer. At the same time, Bi-LSTM (one-layer) with attention mechanism obtains better results than Bi-LSTM. Bi-LSTM (multi-layers) with attention mechanism dramatically achieves higher MRR by 1.3% and Accu-racy@N by 0.4% compared with Bi-LSTM. This is expected because an attention model is integrated in the generation of answer embeddings according to the question context, such that the answer can better correspond to the key information of the question and reduce the influence of the jamming information. This shows that the attention model can offer the powerful ability to effectively distinguish the right answer from similar answers. Based on the results, we conclude that the combination of ASP and attention-based Bi-LSTM plays a crucial role in our problem solving system of comparative questions. Because ASP can extract more accurate comparative elements which are used for matching factoid questions. That is to say, the extracted comparative elements acquired from the second component determine the amount of factoid questions in the third component. And also, attention based Bi-LSTM can address factoid questions more effectively. Therefore, by combining ASP and attention based Bi-LSTM, our system can achieve state-of-the-art or comparable results.
3) ANSWERING FACTOID QUESTIONS

VI. CONCLUSION
Comparative question is a difficult and challenging task because of their complex structure. Inspired by the idea of shaping, this paper has studied a novel problem solving framework of comparative questions combining Logic Programming and attention based Bi-LSTM to help address comparative questions. The framework includes three important components, namely, identifying comparative questions, extracting comparative elements, as well as answering factoid questions containing one or more comparative elements. For comparative question identification, both final precision and F 1 -score rates are over 94%, and higher than the baselines, indicating the proposed method is effective and performs well in identifying comparative questions. For comparative element extraction, we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art statistical model CRF and neural network model Bi-GRU. The proposed approach is much more effective in extracting comparative elements. These results demonstrated that Answer Set Programming can filter out non-comparative questions effectively and extract more accurate comparative elements to match factoid questions. For factoid question answering, we present a Bi-LSTM model with attention mechanism over the combination of Clinga and CGeoOnt, the Chinese geographical knowledge base. With attention mechanism, our model significantly improves the basic model Bi-LSTM on answering factoid questions and achieves higher MRR by 1.3% and Accuracy@N by 0.4% than Bi-LSTM, demonstrating the practical significance of our approach. Since comparative questions in geographical tests and in natural language are very common, our study can contribute greatly to Chinese geographical data and Chinese natural language processing.
In future work, we will perform knowledge reasoning to answer questions with comparative sentences based on the proposed problem solving framework in this paper. Since answering comparative questions requires a plenty of knowledge, it will be the really challenging for the real geographical questions, thus we will continue to increase the amount of Chinese geographical knowledge base.
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